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1. Accretion Corona

We examined an accretion-disk corona around a black hole immersed ill
the disk radiation fields (cf. Watanabe, Fukue 1996a, b). The corona is
supposed to be initially at rest far from the center. During infall above
and below the disk, the corona is suffered from the disk radiation fields. As
a disk model, we adopted the standard a-disk, and in order to mimic the
general relativisitic effects, we use the pseudo-Newtonian force proposed by
Artemova et al. (1996). Moreover, we assume that the corona is geomet-
rically thin and optically thin, and ignored any motion such as wind. We
consider the cold case, where the pressure-gradient force is ignored. Under
these assumptions, we calculated the motion of the corona gas and found
that the infall of corona is supressed due to disk radiation fields.

2. Results

The results are shown in the following figures. If the disk luminosity in-
creases, the radial infall velocity of the corona gas deviates from the free-fall
one and becomes small, since the corona gas gains the angular momentum
from the underlying disk via radiation drag of disk radiation fields. When
the disk is sufficiently luminous, the infalling of the gas is stopped (in such
a case, the corona gas may be blown off from the disk).

These properties are summarized in the r d-a plane, where a is the
spin parameter of the hole and r d is the normalized disk luminosity (=
Ld/LEdd). The corona gas can infall when r d is smaller than some critical
values, and this critical r d becomes small, as a increases.
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3. Conclusion

When we consider the normal (proton-electron) plasmas, the corona gas can
always infall, since r d does not exceed unity. The infall velocity, however,
deviates from the free-fall one due to the radiation drag of disk radiation
fields. When we consider electron-positron plasmas, however, the infall will
be remarkably modified, since rd can exceed unity (I'd rv 1836). In this
case where r d becomes so large, the corona gas will escape as radiatively
driven unnds (Tajima, Fulrue 1996).
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